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Abstract

The open-source statistical mechanics software described here, Arkane – Automated

Reaction Kinetics and Network Exploration, facilitates computations of thermody-

namic properties of chemical species, high-pressure limit reaction rate coefficients, and

pressure-dependent rate coefficient over multi-well molecular potential energy surfaces

(PES) including the effects of collisional energy transfer on phenomenological kinetics.

Arkane is especially flexible, computing a variety of quantities using different methods,

as determined by the users. For example, it can use estimates to fill in information

for molecules or reactions where quantum chemistry information is missing. The soft-

ware solves the internal energy master equation for complex unimolecular reactions

systems. Inputs to the software include converged electronic structure computations

performed by the user using a variety of supported software packages (Gaussian, Mol-

pro, Orca, TeraChem, Q-Chem, Psi4). The software outputs high-pressure limit rate

coefficients and pressure-dependent phenomenological rate coefficients, as well as com-

puted thermodynamic properties (enthalpy, entropy, and constant pressure heat ca-

pacity) with added energy corrections. Some of the key features of Arkane include

treatment of 1D, 2D or ND hindered internal rotation modes, treatment of free internal

rotation modes, quantum tunneling effect consideration (implementing the Eckart or

Wigner approach), transition state theory (TST) and Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus

(RRKM) rate coefficient computations, master equation solution with three imple-

mented methods, inverse-Laplace transform of high-pressure limit rate coefficients into

the energy domain, energy corrections based on bond-additivity or isodesmic reac-

tions, automated and efficient PES exploration, and PES sensitivity analysis. The

present work describes the design of Arkane, how it should be used, and refers to

the theory that it employs. Arkane is distributed via the RMG-Py software suite

(https://github.com/ReactionMechanismGenerator/RMG-Py).
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1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, rapid advances in computing power and high-accuracy quantum

chemistry methods have led to the widespread use of ab initio calculations for investigating

chemical mechanisms. Such chemical kinetic mechanisms are of interest in a wide range of

fields, including combustion, atmospheric chemistry, and astrochemistry. Quantum chem-

istry calculations provide a straightforward way to directly interrogate specific molecules

and reaction pathways, which is especially valuable in systems which may be too complex

to study experimentally.

In constructing these mechanisms, species thermochemistry and reaction kinetics are the

primary quantities of interest. To obtain them, one can perform electronic structure calcula-

tions to determine geometric conformations, energies, and vibrational frequencies for a given

set of species and transition states, then use established methods to convert that information

to macroscopic thermochemistry values and rate coefficients. The partition function is used

to compute thermochemistry properties, and partition functions of reactive species along

with the transition state are foundational for rate coefficient calculations. High-pressure-

limit rate coefficients can be calculated using conventional transition state theory (TST).23

In addition, chemical activation may be important in some systems, which requires calcula-

tion of pressure-dependent rate coefficients using Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM)

theory24–26 and master equation (ME) solvers. Finally, quantum tunneling effects must also

be taken into consideration, via methods such as Eckart27 or Wigner28 corrections, or more

sophisticated approaches like zero-curvature, small-curvature, or large-curvature tunneling

(ZVT, SVT, LVT, respectively).29

Our group also developed software to implement some of the rate and thermochemistry

calculations mentioned above as part of the development of the Reaction Mechanism Gen-

erator (RMG) software package.30,31 Portions of this capability were historically exposed to

users as the CanTherm and MEASURE modules in RMG, but they were specialized, hard to

use, and never well-documented in the archival literature. Here we present the more general-
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Table 1: Technical aspect comparison of software comparable with Arkane

Name Language Licensea Platformsb GUIc Supported ESSd Citation

Arkane Pythone MIT L/M – Gaussian, Molpro,
Orca, TeraChem,
Q-Chem, Psi4

The present work

APUAMA C++ – L/W X – Ref. 1
Chemdis Fortran – L/M/W – – Refs. 2,3
ChemRate C++ – W X Gaussian Ref. 4
CHIMERA C++ – L/M/W X GAMESS, Gaussian Ref. 5
Eyringpy Python – L/M/W – Gaussian Ref. 6
Genesys Java proprietary

software
L/M/W – Gaussian Ref. 7

KiSThelP Java Custom8 L/M/W X GAMESS, Gaussian,
Molpro, NWChem,
Orca

Ref. 9

MESMER C++ GPLv2 L/M/W – – Ref. 10
MESS Fortran – L – – Ref. 11
MultiWell Fortran GPLv3 L/M/W – Gaussian Ref. 12
PAC Fortran – L – – Ref. 13
pMuTT Python MIT L/M/W – Gaussian Ref. 14
Polyrate Fortran Custom15 L/M/W – CHARMM, GAMESS,

Gaussian, Jaguar,
MC-TINKER,
MORATE,
MULTILEVEL,
NWChem

Ref. 16

SSUMES C++ GPLv3 L/W – Gaussian Ref. 17
TAMkin Python GPLv3 L – ADF, CHARMM,

CPMD, CP2K,
Gaussian, Q-Chem,
VASP

Ref. 18

TheRate Java – L/M/W X Gaussian Ref. 19
TUMME Python, and C++ Apache-2.0 L X Gaussian Ref. 20
Unimol Fortran – L/M/W – – Ref. 21
VariFlex Fortran – L/M/W – – Ref. 22
a No specified licence means that the software is available from the respective authors upon request, usually
with no fee.

b L - Linux, M - MacOS, W - Windows
c Available graphical user interface
d Support for parsing of Electronic Structure Software (ESS) output files. If none is specified, input data
must be entered in a pre-defined format and is not automatically read from electronic structure software
output files.

e Also uses Cython to convert performance critical code to C
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purpose Automated Reaction Kinetics and Network Exploration (Arkane) software package,

freely available under the open-source MIT license,32 which incorporates the capabilities of

both CanTherm and MEASURE, along with several new features, as discussed in detail be-

low. In brief, Arkane accepts the output of various quantum chemistry software packages (it

currently supports Gaussian,33 Molpro,34,35 Orca,36 TeraChem,,37,38 Q-Chem,39 and Psi440)

and computes thermochemistry, high-pressure-limit rate coefficients, and pressure-dependent

rate coefficients. For unimolecular reaction networks, it can use either RRKM or the inverse

Laplace transform (ILT) method41,42 to calculate microcanonical rate coefficients, k(E), and

then calculate the phenomenological rates, k(T, P ), by solving the ME using several different

approaches/approximations: modified strong collision (MSC),2 reservoir state (RS),43 chem-

ically significant eigenvalues (CSE),44,45 and simulation least-squares (SLS).46 Arkane was

designed to be especially flexible, computing a variety of quantities using different methods,

as determined by the users. Arkane can use estimates to fill in information for molecules

or reactions where quantum chemistry information is missing. Finally, it is an open-source

project, and anyone can extend and improve it.

Arkane can also run sensitivity analysis of the calculated pressure-dependent rate coef-

ficients to the species and transition state energies in the unimolecular reaction network.

Additionally, it can take advantage of the RMG-Py functionality and database to automat-

ically explore unimolecular reaction networks using estimated energies and barriers.

Arkane and its predecessors have been successfully used to calculate thermochemistry

and kinetics for mechanistic investigations of a wide range of chemistries, including fuel com-

bustion and pyrolysis,48–54 sulfur chemistry,55–59 silicon chemistry,60 nitrogen chemistry,61,62

alkylaromatic pyrolysis,63–66 and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon formation.67–71

Aside from Arkane, there are numerous other software programs which support similar

capabilities. Comparisons of a number of technical aspects and capabilities of such software

are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Some of these programs can parse output files

of third party electronic structure software (ESS), while others only allow manual parameter
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Table 2: Theories and methods comparison of software related to Arkane

Name Thermoa Reaction Rate
Theoriesb

Master Equation
Methods

Tunneling
Methodsc

Internal rotation
Supportd

Software packages that support multiwell reactions:

Arkane X TST, ILT,
RRKM

CSE, MSC,
RS, SLS

Eckart,
Wigner

1DHR,
2DHR,
NDHR,
Free rotors

Chemdis – RRKM MSC – 1DHR
ChemRate X RRKM CSE Eckart 1DHR
CHIMERA X TST, RRKM MSC – Free rotors
KiSThelP X TST, VTST,

RRKM
– Eckart,

Wigner
HRDS

MESMER – ILT, RRKM RS, CSE Eckart 1DHR
MESS – VTST, RRKM CSE Parabolic,

Eckart,
Quartic

1DHR,
Free rotors

MultiWell X ILT, RRKM Stochastic Eckart,
semi-classical

1DHR,
2DHR,
Free rotors

Polyrate – TST, VTST, QRRK MSC ZCT, SCT,
LCT, OMT

MS

SSUMES – TST, VTST
(using Unimol21),
RRMK

BRWe Eckart,
Wigner

1DHR

TUMME – TST, VTST, RRKM CSE SCT MS
Unimol X RRKM BRWe – –

Software packages that do not support multiwell reactions:

APUAMA X TST – Eckart,
Wigner,
SCT

–

Eyringpy X TST – Eckart,
Wigner

–

Genesys X TST – Eckart,
Wigner

1DHR

PAC X – – – 1DHR,
Free rotors

pMuTT X TST – – quasi-RRHO
TAMkin X TST – Eckart,

Wigner
1DHR

TheRate – TST, CV-TST – Eckart,
Wigner,
ZCT,
SCT

–

VariFlex – VRC-TST, PST, ILT – Eckart 1DHR
a Capable of calculating thermochemical properties
b TST – transition-state theory, ILT - inverse Laplace transform, RRKM – the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus theory, VTST – variational transition-state theory, QRRK – quantum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel
theory, CV-TST – canonical variational transition-state theory, VRC-TST – variational reaction coordi-
nate transition-state theory, PST – phase-space theory.

c ZCT – zero-curvature tunneling, SCT – small-curvature tunneling, LCT – large-curvature tunneling,
OMT – optimized multidimensional tunneling

d 1DHR – 1D hindered rotor, 2DHR – 2D hindered rotor, NDHR – ND hindered rotor, HRDS – hindered
rotor density-of-states, MS – Multi-structure

e BRW – biased-random-walk47
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input.

2. Arkane Design

The primary purpose of Arkane is to provide an open-source code that facilitates calculations

of species thermochemical properties and high-pressure-limit as well as pressure-dependent

reaction rate coefficients. Arkane is written in Python, which provides a stable, robust

programming architecture for developing an extensible and modular codebase with a large

suite of unit tests. Selected performance-critical modules of the code were written using

Cython,72,73 which compiles Python code to C code through static typing, leading to speed

enhancement for numerically-intensive tasks.

Large-scale detailed PES modeling involves many isomer wells and inter-connecting re-

action paths. The required parameters for all of these wells and paths are often unavailable.

Since Arkane is intimately connected with RMG-Py and its database, it is able to use estima-

tion methods in RMG-Py to determine missing well energies and rate coefficient parameters.

Combining these capabilities with a pressure-dependent sensitivity analysis feature, described

below, provides users with a flexible, convenient tool for computing the pressure-dependent

rate coefficients for systems involving PES’s with many isomers with only moderate effort.

Here, we give general guidelines of how to compose Arkane input files and what to expect

as an output. Users are strongly encouraged to visit Arkane’s online documentation,74 where

an up-to-date and more detailed version of these guidelines can be found. At its core, Arkane

takes one or more input files detailing the system being studied along with log files of the

relevant quantum chemical computations, and produces output files containing the relevant

computed thermodynamic and kinetic information. There are essentially three types of

information that Arkane produces: species thermochemistry, high-pressure-limit reaction

rate coefficients, and pressure-dependent reaction rate coefficients.
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Table 3: Sections of an Arkane input file

Information Type Keyword Format Required

Level of theory modelChemistry String Yes
Author author String No
Frequency scale factor frequencyScaleFactor Float Noa

Use atom corrections useAtomCorrections Boolean No (default: True)
Atomic energies atomEnergies Dictionary Noa

Use bond additivity corrections useBondCorrections Boolean No (default: True)
Bond additivity correction typeb bondCorrectionType String No (default: ’p’)
Use isodesmic reaction correctionsc useIsodesmicReactions Boolean No (default: False)
Isodesmic reaction corrections reference setc referenceSets String No (default: ’main’)
Use Hindered Rotor useHinderedRotors Boolean No (default: True)
Databased database – No
Speciesd species – Yese
Transition stated transitionState – No
Reactiond reaction – No
P-dependent rate coefficient computationd network – No
Thermodynamic computation instructionsd thermo – No
High-P limit rate coefficient computationd kinetics – No
Parameters for solving the MEd pressureDependence – No
Explore a PESd explorer – No
Generate bond additivity correctionsd bac – No
a This information is not required if it is already available in Arkane for the specific levels of theory, see the
documentation74 for an availability list.

b Arkane supports both Petersson and Melius bond additivity types. Pass either ’p’ or ’m’ to
bondCorrectionType, respectively, to specify which type will be used.

c Using Isodesmic Reaction corrections will also force the usage of Atom Corrections and will set the Use
Bond Corrections argument to False. This ensures consistency with the non-target species of the isodesmic
reaction.

d Additional information is given in the Sections below.
e Specifying a structure in addition to the species file path is required if parameter auto-completion is desired.
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Inputs

Arkane can be executed either using its Python API (application programming interface),

or by specifying a path to an Arkane input file through a command-line interface. Arkane

input files are comprised of a series of segments, each relates to a component of the studied

system (e.g., species or reaction) and additional computational instructions. The format

follows Python syntax. Note that a distinct definition is required for each stationary point

relevant for an Arkane computation (i.e., all species and transition states, as applicable).

The Arkane input file would either include the species molecular properties or reference

individual Arkane species files, as further discussed below. Code Excerpt 1 gives an example

for an Arkane input file with instructions to compute thermodynamic properties of ethylene

and a high-pressure-limit reaction rate coefficient for the reaction C2H4 + H · C2H5 · .

Note that separate Arkane species input files referencing the relevant quantum calculation

log files are required, as further explained below. Table 3 describes possible segments in an

Arkane input file, many of which are described in more detail in the Sections below.

Code Excerpt 1: Example for an Arkane input file

modelChemistry = "CBS-QB3"

species('H', 'path/to/file/H.py', structure=SMILES('[H]'))

species('C2H4', 'path/to/file/ethene.py', structure=SMILES('C=C'))

species('C2H5', 'path/to/file/ethyl.py', structure=SMILES('[CH2]C'))

transitionState('TS', 'path/to/file/TS.py')

thermo('C2H4','NASA')

reaction(label='C2H4 + H <=> C2H5',

reactants=['C2H4', 'H'],

products=['C2H5'],

transitionState='TS',

tunneling='Eckart')
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kinetics(label='H + C2H4 <=> C2H5',

Tmin=(300, 'K'), Tmax=(2500, 'K'), Tcount=15)

Arkane Species

Species definitions are at the core of thermodynamic properties, and high-pressure-limit and

pressure-dependent rate coefficient computations. Table 4 describes possible arguments of a

species section. This section must be included for each relevant species.

Table 4: Arguments of an Arkane species segment

Information type Keyword Format Comments

Label label String Required. This is a unique identifier,
usually the species name.

Arkane species filea – String A path to an Arkane species file
Structureb structure – Examples are given in Code Excerpt 2.
Zero point energy E0 Tuple[Float, String] Value and units, e.g., (-16.77, ’kJ/mol’)
Modes modes List Entries are RMG’s

Translation, Rotation,
Vibration, and Torsion
child classes.

Spin multiplicity spinMultiplicity Integer
Number of optical isomers opticalIsomers Integer Allowed values are 1 or 2.
Molecular weight molecularWeight Tuple[Float, String] Value and units, e.g., (46.0254, ’amu’).
Collision modelc collisionModel – The Lennard-Jones ε and σ parameters,

see discussion under Section 6.
Energy transfer modelc energyTransferModel – See discussion under Section 6.
a Could either be a Python or a YAML file, see text. If this argument is given, no other argument other than label is
required, and vice versa - if no other argument is given, a file path is required. Note: this is a positional (non-keyword)
argument.

b A species structure is not required, yet it is highly recommended to provide it as it assists Arkane in auto-parameter
assignments and is used for plotting outputs. A structure definition may be given using either SMILES, RMG adjacency
list, or InChI.

c Required for pressure-dependent calculations.

Species definitions can be accomplished via three different methods: 1. Using an Arkane

Python-format species file (in addition to the main Arkane input file), pointing to log files

of completed quantum chemistry calculations which Arkane will parse for the necessary

molecular properties. 2. Entering the molecular properties in a species block directly in

the main Arkane input file. 3. Pointing to a YAML-format species file generated by a

previous Arkane run (originally using one of the former methods), containing all the relevant

molecular properties. Each species must be defined by only one of the above methods, while
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within a single input file any of the above methods may be used for different species. Table

5 describes possible sections in an Arkane species file (method 1), and Code Excerpt 3 shows

an example of such file defining ethyl radical, C2H5 · . Both examples relate to method 1.

Code Excerpt 2: Various ways to define species structure

structure=SMILES('C[CH2]')

structure=adjacencyList("""multiplicity 2

1 C u0 p0 c0 {2,S} {5,S} {6,S} {7,S}

2 C u1 p0 c0 {1,S} {3,S} {4,S}

3 H u0 p0 c0 {2,S}

4 H u0 p0 c0 {2,S}

5 H u0 p0 c0 {1,S}

6 H u0 p0 c0 {1,S}

7 H u0 p0 c0 {1,S}"""

structure=InChI('InChI=1S/C2H5/c1-2/h1H2,2H3')

An Arkane species input file (e.g., Code Excerpt 3) refers to log file paths of the quan-

tum calculations. Other than internal torsional information, all non-required arguments as

indicated in Table 5 can be auto-assigned by Arkane if left unspecified. Bond enumeration

is used to apply respective Petersson-type75 bond additivity corrections76 that correspond

to the specific single point energy level of theory. The rotors section could define any combi-

nation of free and/or hindered torsional modes; atom indices are 1-indexed and correspond

to the atom order in the electronic structure log files.
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Table 5: Sections of an Arkane species input file

Information type Keyword Format Required

Linearity linear Boolean No
External symmetry externalSymmetry Integer No
Optical isomers opticalIsomers Integer No
Spin multiplicity spinMultiplicity Integer No
Bond enumeration bonds Dictionary[String, Integer] No
Geometry geometry Loga Yes
Frequencies frequencies Loga Yes
Energy energy Dictionary[String, Loga] Yes
Rotorsb rotors List No
a The Log class is used to specify an Electronic Structure Software (ESS) output
file path.

a The rotors argument may contain any combination of HinderedRotor or
FreeRotor class entries. The HinderedRotor class accepts three mandatory ar-
guments (a Log class argument, pivots which is a list of the indices of the torsion
pivotal atoms (e.g. the atoms that define the bond that is being rotated), and
top which is a list of the indices of all the atoms on one side of the bond and two
optional arguments (symmetry which is the internal torsion symmetry number
and fit which directs Arkane whether to use a ‘cosine‘, a ‘fourier‘, or ‘best‘ of
both for the fit). Note that the internal torsion symmetry number is estimated by
Arkane if left unspecified by the user.

Code Excerpt 3: Contents of an Arkane species file

linear = False

externalSymmetry = 1

opticalIsomers = 1

spinMultiplicity = 2

bonds = {'C-C': 1, 'C-H': 5}

geometry = Log('c2h5.log')

frequencies = Log('path/to/file/c2h5_freq.log')

energy = {'CBS-QB3': Log('path/to/file/c2h5.log')}

rotors = [HinderedRotor(scanLog=Log('path/to/file/c2h5_scan.log'), pivots=[1, 2], top=[1, 3, 4])]

Table 6: Arguments of the thermo segment

Information Type Keyword Format Required Comments

Label label String Yes A label corresponding to a pre-defined species
Output functional forma thermoClass String Yes Allowed values: ’NASA’ or ’Wilhoit’
a When requesting a thermodynamic job, the user is required to specify the form of the output: either NASA
polynomials77 or the Wilhoit form.78
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Thermochemistry Calculations

The specification of a thermochemistry calculation is done within the main Arkane input

file, and is specified separately for each previously-defined species for which thermodynamic

parameters are requested. Table 6 describes possible arguments in an Arkane thermochem-

istry calculation, and Code Excerpt 4 shows an example of a main Arkane input file used to

calculate thermodynamic parameters for ethyl radical, C2H5 · .

Code Excerpt 4: Contents of an Arkane thermodynamic calculation job

modelChemistry = 'CBS-QB3'

useHinderedRotors = True

species('C2H5', 'path/to/file/c2h5.py', structure=SMILES('C[CH2]'))

thermo('C2H5', 'NASA')

The level of theory specification is used to apply appropriate atom, bond, and spin-orbital

energy corrections. An up-to-date list of supported levels of theory, the supported chemical

elements, and available energy corrections at each level is provided online in Arkane’s doc-

umentation.74 A thermo job specification is specified separately for each defined species for

which thermodynamic data is requested.

Table 7: Arguments for a reaction segment

Information Type Keyword Format Required

Label label String Yes
Reactants reactants List[String] Yes
Products products List[String] Yes
Transition state transitionState String Yes
Tunneling tunneling String No
Kineticsa kinetics – No
a An optional argument used for computing the microcanonical
rate coefficient of a reaction using the ILT method for solving
the ME.
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High-Pressure-Limit Reaction Rate Coefficients

For high-pressure-limit reaction rate coefficient k∞(T ) calculations, all relevant stationary

points (i.e., species and transition state), as well as a reaction block, referencing the relevant

stationary points, must be defined. A kinetics job specification, pointing to the label of

the relevant reaction and providing the temperature range of interest, is specified separately

for each defined reaction for which a high-pressure-limit rate coefficient computation is

requested. Tables 7-8 describe the arguments of the reaction and kinetics blocks in a high-

pressure-limit rate coefficient calculation, and Code Excerpt 5 shows an example of a main

Arkane input file used to calculate high-pressure-limit rate coefficient parameters for the

C2H4 + H · C2H5 · reaction.

Table 8: Arguments for a kinetics segment

Information Type Keyword Format Required Comments

Label label String Yes A label corresponding to
a pre-defined reaction

Minimum Tmin Tuple[Float, String] No Value and units, e.g., (300, ’K’)
temperaturea
Maximum Tmax Tuple[Float, String] No Value and units, e.g., (2500, ’K’)
temperaturea
Number of Tcount Integer No The number of temperature points
temperature between the minimum and
pointsa maximum, spaced according

to the reciprocal temperature
Discrete Tlist Tuple[List[Float], String] No Values and units, e.g.,
temperaturesa ([300, 700, 1200, 2500], ’K’)
Sensitivity sensitivity_conditions List[Tuple[Float, String]] No E.g., [(300, ’K’), (1000, ’K’)]
analysis
conditionsb

a Either Tlist or Tmin, Tmax, and Tcount must be specified.
b See discussion under Section 7.

Code Excerpt 5: Contents of an Arkane high-pressure-limit rate coefficient calculation job

modelChemistry = 'CBS-QB3'

useHinderedRotors = True

species('H', 'path/to/file/h.py', structure=SMILES('[H]'))

species('C2H4', 'path/to/file/c2h4.py', structure=SMILES('CC]'))

species('C2H5', 'path/to/file/c2h5.py', structure=SMILES('C[CH2]'))
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transitionState('TS1', 'path/to/file/TS1.py')

reaction(label='H + C2H4 <=> C2H5',

reactants=['H', 'C2H4'],

products=['C2H5'],

transitionState='TS1',

tunneling='Eckart')

kinetics(label='H + C2H4 <=> C2H5',

Tmin=(300, 'K'), Tmax=(2500, 'K'), Tcount=25)

Table 9: Arguments for a pressure-dependent network seg-
ment

Information Type Keyword Format Required

Label label String Yes
Isomersa isomers List[String] Yes
Reactantsa reactants List[Tuple[String]] No
Productsa products List[Tuple[String]] No
Bath gas mixturea bathGas Dictionary[String, Float] Yes
Elementary reactionsb pathReactions List[String] No
a String entries must correspond to previously defined species.
b String entries must correspond to previously defined reactions.

Pressure-Dependent Reaction Rate Coefficients

Determination of pressure-dependent reaction rate coefficients is somewhat more involved

than either thermochemistry or high-pressure-limit kinetics calculations. To execute the

former, each species participating in a pressure-dependent network must be defined along

with respective collision parameters and an energy transfer model (see detailed discussion

and comparison of the latter under Section 6). Moreover, in addition to appropriate species,

transition states, and reaction input segments, these calculations require a network block

which specifies the species participating in the pressure-dependent system and their respec-

tive roles as reactants in bimolecular entry or exit channels or as isomers (single-species

wells). Tables 9-10 describe possible arguments in an Arkane pressure-dependent network

and ME parameters, respectively, while Code Excerpt 6 shows a partial example of an Arkane
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input file used to calculate pressure-dependent rate coefficient parameters for the C2H5OH

PES (note that species, transition states, and reaction segments are not shown).

Code Excerpt 6: Partial contents of an Arkane pressure-dependent rate coefficient calculation
job

network(

label='acetyl + O2',

isomers=['acetylperoxy', 'hydroperoxylvinoxy'],

reactants=[('acetyl', 'oxygen')],

bathGas={'N2': 1.0},

)

pressureDependence(

label='acetyl + O2',

Tmin=(300.0, 'K'), Tmax=(2000.0, 'K'), Tcount=25,

Pmin=(0.01, 'bar'), Pmax=(100.0, 'bar'), Pcount=10,

maximumGrainSize=(1.0, 'kcal/mol'),

minimumGrainCount=250,

method='modified strong collision',

interpolationModel=('chebyshev', 6, 4),

)

Outputs

There are several files generated during an Arkane run. First, a log file, arkane.log, is

generated, logging the calculation steps and any warnings or errors raised during the oper-

ations. The central output file, output.py, attempts to condense the relevant information

from the calculations into a single Python-syntax document, which can be useful for copy-

ing and reusing this data, but is not intended to be run independently. In addition, a

Chemkin readable file with the relevant thermodynamic and rate coefficient parameters is

generated, allows for convenient analysis of the output in common chemical kinetics pack-

ages. A YAML format file bearing all necessary molecular properties for future calculations
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Table 10: Arguments for a pressure-dependent ME parameters segmenta

Information Type Keyword Format Required Comments

Label label String Yes A label corresponding to
a pre-defined network

ME solution
method

method String Yes Allowed values:
’modified strong collision’,
’reservoir state’,
’chemically-significant
eigenvalues’,
’simulation least-squares’

Interpolation
model

interpolationModel Tuple Yes Allowed values:
(’chebyshev’, T_basis, P_basis),
(’pdeparrhenius’)b

Upper bound
grain spacing

maximumGrainSize Tuple[Float, String] No Defines the upper bound on
grain spacing in master
equation calculation.
E.g.: (1.0, ’kcal/mol’)

Minimum
grain count

minimumGrainCount Integer No Defines the minimum number
of grains in the master
equation calculation

Active K rotor activeKRotor Boolean No Whether to treat the K-rotor as
active (default) or adiabatic

Active J rotor activeJRotor Boolean No Whether to treat the J-rotor as
active (default) or adiabatic

Minimum
temperaturec

Tmin Tuple[Float, String] No

Maximum
temperaturec

Tmax Tuple[Float, String] No

Number of
temperature
pointsc

Tcount Integer No The number of temperature
points between the
minimum and maximumc

Discrete
temperaturesc

Tlist Tuple[List[Float], String] No Values and units, e.g.,
([300, 700, 1200, 2500], ’K’)

Minimum
pressurec

Pmin Tuple[Float, String] No

Maximum
pressurec

Pmax Tuple[Float, String] No

Number of
pressure
pointsc

Pcount Integer No The number of pressure
points between the
minimum and maximumc

Discrete
pressuresc

Plist Tuple[List[Float], String] No Values and units, e.g.,
([0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1], ’bar’)

Sensitivity
analysis
conditionsd

sensitivity_conditions List[List[Tuple[Float, String]]] No E.g.:
[[(1000, ’K’), (1, ’bar’)],
[(1500, ’K’), (10, ’bar’)]]

a This segment is specified in the input file using the pressureDependence keyword.
b The ‘chebyshev’ interpolation method is followed by the number of basis sets in temperature and pressure (both are integers). For
Chebyshev polynomials a Gauss-Chebyshev distribution is used. Alternatively, if the ‘pdeparrhenius’ interpolation is requested,
a linear distribution on an inverse temperature domain or a logarithmic pressure domain is used. Note that the Gauss-Chebyshev
grid does not place Tmin, Tmax, Pmin, and Pmax at the endpoints, yet the interpolation is still valid up to these values.

c Either Tlist or Tmin, Tmax, and Tcount must be specified. Likewise, either Plist or Pmin, Pmax, and Pcount must be specified.
d See discussion under Section 7.
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is given in a species subfolder per species for which a structure was given and per transi-

tion state for which structures of all reactants and products of the corresponding reaction

are given. Also, an RMG dictionary file, species_dictionary.txt with 2D graph adjacency

list representations of all species for which a structure was specified is given. Results of

sensitivity analysis are given both as a human-readable text file (formatted as a table) as

well as a more machine-friendly YAML file. Various parameters which are useful for scien-

tific publications are listed in a comma-separated file titled supporting_information.csv,

including: symmetry number, number of optical isomers, symmetry point group, rotational

constants, computed (unscaled and unprojected) frequencies, electronic energy, zero point

energy, 3D coordinate, T1 diagnostic, D1 diagnostic. Finally, the computed parameters are

also saved in an RMG thermodynamic and/or kinetic library format, as appropriate, to fa-

cilitate adding the calculated data to the RMG database. Plots are automatically generated

for thermodynamic parameters vs. temperature (heat capacities, enthalpies, entropies and

free energies) torsion scans, PES of pressure-dependent networks and high pressure-limit

reactions, rate coefficients vs. temperature and vs. pressure where relevant, and sensitivity

analysis coefficients.

3. Statistical Mechanics

The Molecular Partition Function

Statistical mechanics can be used for understanding and predicting macroscopic phenomena

as well as calculating macroscopic properties from the properties of the individual molecules

that make up the system. The partition function, Q, is the sum over all states of the

respective Boltzmann factor. It plays a prominent role in statistical mechanics and forms

a connection between the accessible quantum mechanical energy states available to an N -

body system and its thermodynamic functions. The calculation of Q for an N -body system

of identical, indistinguishable ideal gas particles, in which the number of available states is far
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greater than the number of particles, can be reduced to calculating the molecular partition

function, q, for a one-body system. See the Supporting Information for more details.

Accurate molecular energies are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation, yet prac-

tical computations are greatly simplified by invoking the Born-Oppenheimer (separation

between nucleic and electronic motions), ideal gas (negligible intermolecular interactions),

and rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator (RRHO, rotational and vibrational motions are separable;

neglecting vibrational anharmonicities)79,80 approximations. These assumptions allow one

to separate the partition function into the translational, rotational, torsional (internal rota-

tion), vibrational, electronic, and nuclear components (Eqs. S3–S8).79,81 See the Supporting

Information for more details.

Note that in the absence of an external magnetic field, energy levels associated with

nuclear spins are degenerate, and consequently only contribute a multiplicative constant toQ.

This results in a constant additive factor to the entropy, which cancels out when computing

entropies of formation, free energies of formation, rate coefficients, and equilibrium constants.

Due to this reason, and following common practice in this subfield, we therefore omit this

nuclear spin factor in all that follows. By default, Arkane assumes a fixed mass for each

element. For problems where one is interested in isotope effects, additional corrections are

needed, see, e.g., Goldman et al.82

The isobaric heat capacity, C◦p,T (M), is related to the partition function,83 and for a poly-

atomic nonlinear molecule it is assumed to be the conventional RRHO ideal gas expression

with corrections for internal torsional modes:

C◦p,T (M) = 4R +NvibR +RT 2

(
∂2

∂T 2
ln q◦torT

)
p◦

+ 2RT

(
∂

∂T
ln q◦torT

)
p◦

(1)

where Nvib is the number of vibrational degrees of freedom, and q◦torT is the torsional par-

tition function (Eq. S6). For small-amplitude vibrations, Arkane uses the harmonic oscillator

approximation:
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CHO
v (T, νi) = R · e

νi
kBT

(
νi
kBT

e
νi
kBT − 1

)2

(2)

where νi is the corresponding harmonic oscillator frequency and kB is the Boltzmann

constant. The vibrational frequencies and the information needed to compute the torsional

contribution of C◦p,T (M) can come either from quantum chemical calculations or be esti-

mated. Here, we consider the case where the frequencies are coming from quantum calcula-

tions; below we explain the estimation method if the quantum data is unavailable. Internal

rotations are automatically identified, assuming that any non-terminal single bond not part

of a ring is rotatable.

The effect of torsions on the harmonic frequencies is eliminated by projection. For this

end, the Hessian (matrix of partial second derivatives of the potential energy surface) must

be made available to Arkane from the ESS log file. Since the Hessian is often not logged by

default by many ESS, the user should add an appropriate directive to do so before executing

the frequencies calculation. For example, the user must specify the “iop(7/33=1)” keyword

in Gaussian or the “print,HESSIAN ” keyword in Molpro. The frequencies are scaled either

using a user-defined scaling factor, or by drawing values from the RMG-database when

available for the corresponding level of theory. An updated list of levels of theory for which

the frequency scaling factor is available in Arkane is given in Arkane’s documentation.74

The vibrational partition function is calculated quantum-mechanically subsequent to the

torsional frequencies projections accounting for the scaling factor.

The heat capacity of a semi-classical hindered rotor with a cosine potential can be ex-

pressed as approximately:
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CHR
v (T, V0, ν)

R
=

d

dT

(
T 2d ln(QHRsemi)

dT

)
≈ −1

2
+ η

[
η − I1(η)

I0(η)
− η
(I1(η)

I0(η)

)2]
+

(
2η ν

V0
e
− ν
V0
η

1− e−2
ν
V0
η

)2

(3)

with

η =
V0

2kBT
(4)

where In denotes the corresponding Bessel function,84 and the unknowns V0 and ν denote

the barrier height and frequency corresponding to the rotor respectively.85 The heat capacity

of a single harmonic oscillator frequency can be given by the sum of the two last factors in

Eq. (2). Nvib vibrations and Nrot hindered rotors are then fit to 13 residual heat capacity

points (Pseudocode Excerpt 7), giving a full set of frequencies and rotors for each molecule.

Along with the assumption that each molecule is a symmetric top modeled as a 1-D K-rotor,

this enables Arkane to evaluate the density of states of a given molecule.

Code Excerpt 7: Pseudo code description for setting Nvib and Nrot

if N_vib + 2 * N_rot < 13:

number of vibrations = N_vib

number of rotors = N_rot

else if N_vib + 2 < 13:

number of vibrations = N_vib

number of rotors = 1

else:

number of vibrations = 3

number of rotors = 1

During chemical kinetic model generation,31 large quantities of data are required, and of-

ten access to electronic structure calculations is limited or non-existing. Arkane also supports
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such cases, in which statistical mechanical frequencies can be estimated using the RMG-

database86 using a group frequency model.85 Internal rotations are automatically identified,

assuming that any single bond in localized structures is rotatable. Each heavy atom and

the atoms directly bonded to it descend down the group frequency tree and are assigned

3Natoms − Nrotors − 6 frequencies associated with the most specific match. Each group is

associated with a set of frequency ranges with numbers of frequencies for each range. Fre-

quencies associated with the same range are spaced linearly across the range. In the entire

molecule, if Ngroupfreq > 3Natoms − 6 − Nrotors then the matches with the lowest symmetry

are removed until Ngroupfreq ≤ 3Natoms − 6−Nrotors. A residual heat capacity is then calcu-

lated by subtracting the quantitatively known modes for vibration, translation, and external

rotation. For a nonlinear molecule this gives Eq. (5). The residual heat capacity is then fit

to an appropriate number of vibrations and rotations.

CRes
v (T ) = Cp(T )− 4R−

Ngroupvib∑
i=1

CGroupV ib
i (T ) (5)

Multidimensional Torsion Treatment

In many molecules, molecular torsions interact with each other and cannot be treated inde-

pendently. For these cases Arkane provides two methods to handle the coupling. The first

is an interface to the 2D-NS method within the Q2DTor software.87 This method treats the

rotations of two rotors quantum mechanically as independent of the motions of the rest of

the molecule. The second is an implementation of ND classical and semi-classical rotors.

Multidimensional potential data and the reduced moment of interia at each point are fit to

piecewise linear interpolants. This allows the ND classical partition function to be computed

as:
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Qclassical =

(
2πkBT

h2

) N
2
∏
σi
∫
· · ·
∫
N

√
I(φ1, . . . , φN)exp

(
−V (φ1, . . . , φN)

RT

)
dφ1 . . . dφN

(6)

where N is the number of rotors, V is the interpolated potential, I is the interpolated

reduced moment of inertia, and σi is the rotor symmetry number of the ith rotor. The

integration is carried out using multi-dimensional Simpson’s rule. We can construct the

semi-classical partition function by first finding the harmonic oscillator partition functions

for the torsions:

QHOi =
hνi
kBT

(7)

The semi-classical partition function can then be computed from the semi-classical cor-

rection:88

Qsemiclassical

Qclassical

=
∏
i

QHOi

1− exp(QHOi)
(8)

The harmonic oscillator frequencies are obtained by fitting an N-dimensional polynomial

to the potential around the equilibrium geometry. The Hessian is then computed at the

equilibrium geometry from this function and the frequencies calculated from its eigenvalues.

The semi-classical method agrees well with quantum mechanical methods in 1D and provides

a convenient and much faster alternative to the more accurate, but more expensive 2D-NS

method from Q2DTor within Arkane.

4. Calculation of Thermochemical Properties

In kinetic mechanism simulations, the most important thermochemical property is usually

the Gibbs free energy of a reaction, ∆rG
◦
T , which provides a means for calculating the

equilibrium constant of the reaction, K◦eq:83
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K◦eq = exp

[
−∆rG

◦
T

RT

]
(9)

The T subscript denotes that the Gibbs free energy depends on temperature itself and

the circle superscript indicates the standard pressure of 1 bar. The Gibbs free energy of

reaction is obtained from the corresponding enthalpy, ∆rH
◦
T , and entropy, ∆rS

◦
T , of reaction.

While the enthalpy of formation cannot be obtained from the molecular partition func-

tions and has to be derived from additional quantum chemical energy calculations (described

below), its temperature-dependence, the molecular entropy, and molecular isobaric heat ca-

pacity are easily obtained from the partition functions (Eqs. S3–S8).83 Note that the par-

tition function calculation itself assumes ideal gas behaviour of the phase, and therefore

inter-molecular interactions are not considered.

Enthalpy of Formation from Atomization Energies

Given the electronic energy of a molecule, E0(M), from a quantum chemical calculation

including zero-point energy, the atomization energy is:

∆atH
◦
0 (M) =

 ∑
a∈A(M)

E0(a)

− E0(M) (10)

Here, the set of all atoms in the moleculeM is denoted by A(M) and a is an atom in that

set. The electronic energy of an atom, E0(a), typically incorporates spin-orbit corrections as

well.83 Next, the enthalpy of formation at 0 K is given by:

∆fH
◦
0 (M) =

 ∑
a∈A(M)

∆fH
◦
0 (a)

−∆atH
◦
0 (M) (11)

∆fH
◦
0 (a) are known 0 K enthalpies of formation of the atoms. Very accurate values are

available for some atoms in the Active Thermochemical Tables.89,90 Lastly, calculating the

enthalpy of formation at nonzero temperatures requires enthalpy increments for the molecule
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and all elements in their reference states:83,91

∆fH
◦
T (M) = ∆fH

◦
0 (M) + ∆H◦0→T (M)−

∑
j

∆H◦0→T (elementj) (12)

∆H◦0→T (M) is given by Eq. S12 and ∆H◦0→T (element) are also known and tabulated

values, usually for T = 298 K, are available from CODATA.92 These values are for elements

in their reference states renormalized per constituent atom. For example, the value for

carbon corresponds to graphite and the value for hydrogen corresponds to one half of H2(g).

Bond Additivity Corrections

Calculated ab initio atomization energies are frequently not very accurate because the elec-

tronic states of molecules have a significantly different character from the atoms that make

up the molecules. Empirically correcting systematic errors in atomization energies and en-

thalpies of formation associated with bond or atom types using bond additivity corrections

(BACs) is a common approach to improve the accuracy of ab initio calculations.

Arkane implements two different types of BACs. The first implementation, Peterson-

type, corrects for specific bond types (C–H, C–C, C–O, C––C, etc.) by using a fitted

correction for each type of bond and summing the parameters for all bonds in a molecule.75

The corrected enthalpy of formation is thus given by:

∆BAC
f H◦298(M) = ∆fH

◦
298(M) +

∑
b∈B(M)

C(b) (13)

Here, B(M) is the set of bonds in molecule M and C(b) is the correction parameter for

bond b.

The BACs defined in Eq. (13) require a parameter for every bond type that might be

encountered, which means that they cannot be applied to molecules with bond types that

were not present in the training data. Furthermore, the corrections could be problematic

for molecules with significant resonance character or any molecule with bonds of non-integer
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bond order. Alternative BACs that use parameters for atom types instead of bond types,

Melius-type, are given by:93

∆BAC
f H◦298(M) = ∆fH

◦
298(M)− EBAC(M)−

∑
a∈A(M)

α(a)−
∑

b∈B(M)

EBAC(b) (14)

EBAC(M) is a molecular correction term due to the spin of the molecule and the individual

atoms comprising the molecule, given by:

EBAC(M) = K ·

S(M)−
∑

a∈A(M)

S(a)

 (15)

where K is an empirical parameter, and S(M) and S(a) are spin quantum numbers for

the molecule M and the atom a, respectively. The first sum in Eq. (14) captures corrections

due to all atoms in the molecule where α is a fitted parameter for each atom type. The

second sum in Eq. (14) contains bond corrections given by:

EBAC ((x, y)) =
√
β(x)β(y)e−ξRxy +

∑
w∈N(x)\y

[γ(w) + γ(x)] +
∑

z∈N(y)\x

[γ(z) + γ(y)] (16)

where x and y are the atoms in the bond, Rxy is the bond distance between the two

atoms, β and γ are additional parameters for each atom type, the set of atoms immediately

adjacent to atom a is denoted by N(a), and ξ is set to 3Å−1, the value recommended by the

developers of this method.93

Database of Reference Species

When fitting either type of BACs, it is imperative to utilize a large collection of molecules

with preciely known heats of formation. To this end, a database of reference species with

precisely known heats of formation has been compiled from various sources for use in Arkane,

and stored in the accompanying RMG-database repository. This reference database is a
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collection of just over 400 species with heats of formation known to within 1 kJ/mol, taken

from the Active Thermochemical Tables,89 Cioslowski et al.,94 NIST,95 Pedley et al.,96 and

the Computational Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark Database (CCCBDB).97 The

elements present in this set of species include H, C, N, O, F, S, Cl, and Br. The set contains

both stable species and radicals, as well as some cationic and anionic species.

The database stores the values (plus uncertainty) for the heat of formation of each

molecule from the literature, but also the heats of formation calculated by a subset of the

levels of theory that Arkane has BAC support for. The heat of formation calculation for each

level of theory includes atom energy corrections (that are fitted separately), but does not

includes BACs. This way, Arkane can re-fit BACs for any level of theory by loading in this

database, allowing for transparancy as to how BACs stored in Arkane were obtained. This

also allows a user to re-fit BACs on a subset of the reference species or by using a different

weighting scheme if desired. Adding in new levels of theory with BAC support in Arkane

involves calculating all of the species in the reference database at the desired level of theory

and updating the database with these values. Arkane has scripts and code to help with this

process, including fitting atom energy corrections and updating the database.

Isodesmic Reactions

Alternatively, instead of applying AECs and BACs, Arkane can calculate heats of formation

for species using an isodesmic reaction approach. In this approach, a hypothetical reaction

is constructed where the number of each element and type of bond (e.g. C-H, C=C) is

conserved. The species involved include the target species in question, as well as any number

of additional species that have precisely known heats of formation. An example isodesmic

reaction involving benzene as a target is shown in Figure 1.

The key insight behind using isodesmic reactions is that calculating the heat of reaction

is much less error prone than the energies of any individual species in the reaction for a given

level of theory. This is due to a convenient cancellation of errors, i.e., a systematic error
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Figure 1: An example isodesmic reaction involving benzene as the target molecule. Notice
that while this reaction is likely unphysical, the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms is
conserved, in addition to the number of each bond type. A key feature is that all of the
non-target species have heats of formation that are precisely known in the literature.

present for a given bond feature in a reactant of an isodesmic reaction will tend to cancel

out for the same feature in a respective product.

Using the species found in the aforementioned reference species database, Arkane can

automatically find isodesmic reactions using the algorithmic approach of Buerger et al.98

Following this algorithmic approach, Arkane supports the reaction classes RC2 (conserve

the number of each type of bond on either side of the reaction), RC3 (extends RC2 by also

conserving the identity and the total number of additional atoms bonded to any atom on

either side of a chemical bond), and RC4 (extends RC3 by also conserving the bond type and

identity of each neighbouring atom, including the total number of additional atoms bonded

to the neighbouring atoms) as defined in Buerger et al. Arkane also implements additional

constraining possibilities, such as conserving the number of rings containing n-atoms (e.g.,

conserve the number of 6 member rings), conserving charge across the reactions, and limiting

the allowable charges for the participating species. Especially when higher reaction classes

like RC4 are used, this method can yield highly accurate heats of formation when the target

species is similar in nature to those in the reference database.

5. Calculation of High-Pressure-Limit Rate Coefficients

High-pressure-limit rate coefficients can be calculated using traditional transition state the-

ory (TST, Equation (17)),99,100 where σ is the reaction path symmetry number,101 ∆V ‡ is
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the energy barrier (without zero-point energy correction) energy barrier, and QTS(T ), QR(T )

are the transition state and the reactant well partition functions, respectively.

kTST(T ) = σ
kbT

h

QTS(T )

QR(T )
e
−∆V ‡
kbT , (17)

Because TST treats the nuclear motion in the reaction coordinate classically, quantum

effects such as tunneling are not taken into account. For more accurate rate calculations,

one should apply a tunneling correction to the TST rate coefficient (Equation (18)), where

κ(T ) is the tunneling correction factor (also called the transmission coefficient). Since the

transmission probability is affected by the shape of the reaction barrier, κ(T ) needs to be

determined based on the potential energy surface along the reaction coordinate. As a first

approximation, Hirschfelder and Wigner28 showed that κ(T ) can be derived as a function of

the curvature of the energy surface (Equation (19)), where νTS is the imaginary frequency of

the transition state. This approximation, which only relies on the imaginary TS frequency,

is satisfactory when the quantum effect is small; however, this is not always the case in

practice.

kcorrectedTST (T ) = κ(T )kTST(T ), (18)

κ(T ) = 1 +
1

24

(
h|νTS|
kbT

)2

, (19)

An improved estimate for κ(T ) can be derived by approximating the potential energy

surface using the Eckart function.27 This estimate is particularly useful because it has the

proper asymptotic properties of the one-dimensional PES. With a Boltzmann distribution of

incident particles, one can solve the tunneling correction κ(T ) for the Eckart potential using

Eqs. S12–S19.102,103

Currently, Arkane supports both the Wigner (Equation (19)) and Eckart (Equation S12)

corrections, which can be invoked by using the keywords Wigner and Eckart, respectively,
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when executing a kinetics calculation. The Eckart tunneling approximation is widely used

for theoretical kinetics since it is rather inexpensive computationally and reasonably ac-

curate above 500 K for hydrogen transfer reactions, in comparison to more sophisticated

multidimensional approximation methods such as small104 or large105 curvature tunneling

corrections.106

6. Calculation of Pressure-Dependent Rate Coefficients

Many key gas-phase chemical reactions that take place either within the atmosphere or in

industrial processes commonly involve multiple inter-connected potential wells and exhibit

strong pressure dependence.45 More often than not, these reactions involve radical species

whose lifetimes are short and whose rates of unimolecular decay are difficult to measure.

While experimental tools such as shock tubes have been invaluable in determining many

phenomenological rate coefficients, k(T, P )’s, used in detailed kinetic models,107,108 they

cannot practically provide all necessary rate coefficients over the full range of temperature

and pressure conditions encountered in all systems of interest. Thus, rate theory is frequently

employed to evaluate pressure-dependent rate coefficients.

Pressure-dependent reactions could be categorized as "chemically activated", where there

are several colliding reactants (typically two, but rarely also three109), or "thermally acti-

vated", where there is only one reactant that has to reach an energetically excited state

to react, commonly via collisions with the bath gas. Examples include A + B −→ C and

C −→ A+B, respectively, both forming initially an energetically excited C∗ species (Fig. 2).

The latter could react via dissociation into A + B or isomerization into D, depending on

its energy, and could also be collisionally excited or stabilized. Accounting for a unimolecu-

lar reaction network could become important once isomerization and dissociation reactions

become competitive with one another as well as with collisional stabilization. Often, an ex-

cited species will undergo multiple reactions before being collisionally stabilized, appearing
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Figure 2: A generalized potential energy surface. Phenomenological rate coefficients, k(T, P ),
are computed from a population balance on all energy states using the master equation. The
gray horizontal lines represent quantized energy levels for isomer C. Arkane computes both
the phenomenological rate coefficients k(T, P ) and their sensitivities to perturbations in the
energies of the stationary points on the PES.

to "skip" over intermediate species due to collisional energy transfer processes being slower

than reactive processes (e.g., A+B −→ D in Fig. 2). These processes can be represented as

net reaction rates from each potential well to every other potential well on the network, not

just those directly connected, where the rate depends on the bath gas concentration (system

pressure).

Such pressure-dependent networks can be modelled probabalistically, with the

time-evolution of the system governed by a master equation (ME) describing the molecular

processes on a collisional timescale.44,110,111 A full treatment of the energy states of
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large species is challenging, as there are simply too many states to be considered. The

Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM)112–114 approximation, on the other hand,

simplifies the system and results in a two-dimensional ME where the state of a species

is a function of two quantities only: the total energy E and total angular momentum

quantum number J , indicating that energy transfers involve both rotation and vibration.

The projection of J along the main symmetry axis of the species is termed K, and it is

considered active if rotation modes are strongly coupled to vibration modes; otherwise K

is conserved (inactive). A two-dimensional ME is relatively difficult to solve, and often an

enormous further simplification is made where the dependencies of the microcanonical rate

coefficients, k(E, J), and other quantities on J are neglected, and a one-dimensional ME

is solved instead, in which E is the only independent variable, i.e., obtaining k(E).44,110,115

The user can direct Arkane to treat J and K as either active or adiabatic using the

activeJRotor and activeKRotor keywords, respectively (default is to treat both as active).

Arkane also has an option to approximate an asymmetric top molecule (where none of

the principal moments of inertia are equal in magnitude) as a symmetric top, producing a

degenerate two-dimensional external rotation (assuming that the rotation having the smallest

moment of inertia is separable from the other two).116 The axis having the unique moment of

inertia is referred to as the symmetric top K due to the quantum number notation commonly

used for this term of the rotational partition function equation. This K-rotor is designated

as active and allowed to exchange energy with internal vibrational degrees of freedom.

Bimolecular collisions with an inert species M are the primary means by which a species

changes its energy in the present context. A reasonable estimate for the total rate of collisions

of species i, kcoll,i(T ), comes from the Lennard-Jones collision theory (Eq. (20)).117 Here,

µi is the reduced mass, di is the collision diameter, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The collision diameter is generally taken as d ≈ 1
2
(σi + σM), the arithmetic average of

the Lennard-Jones σ parameter for the species and the bath gas. The parameter Ω(2,2)∗

represents a configurational integral, which is well-approximated by Eqs. (21)−(22) with ε
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the Lennard-Jones well energy. Assuming the total gas concentration to be constant and

that the gas is ideal, we obtain an expression for the collision frequency ωi(T, P ) (Fig.

2), which makes explicit the pressure dependence (Eq. (23)). The Lennard-Jones σi and εi

parameters can be obtained from literature,118,119 estimated by the group additivity method,

or be directly calculated.117,120 Some literature values along with group additivity estimates

can be obtained from the RMG website.121

kcoll,i(T ) =

√
8kBT

πµi
πd2iΩ

(2,2)∗ (20)

Ω(2,2)∗ = 1.16145T̃−0.14874 + 0.52487e−0.7732T̃ + 2.16178e−2.437887T̃ (21)

T̃ ≡ kBT√
εiεM

(22)

ωi(T, P ) = kcoll,i(T )
P

kBT
(23)

The Lennard-Jones parameters assist in estimating the total rate of collisions, yet the

effect these collisions have on the energy state of a species must also be accounted for.

While there are a variety of models to estimate the probability of a collision resulting in

a transfer of a species from state E ′ to state E, Pi(E,E ′), the most common one is the

single exponential down model (Eqs. (24)−(25)). The C(E ′) parameter is determined from

normalization constraints, while
〈
∆Ed

〉
depends on the specific potential energy surface

(PES) and the nature of the bath gas. A compilation of literature values for
〈
∆Ed

〉
are

given in Fig 3. As seen in this figure, literature models of relatively large systems tend to

have larger
〈
∆Ed

〉
values. Also, nitrogen-based systems exhibit a somewhat different trend

of
〈
∆Ed

〉
vs. temperature than carbon-based systems.
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P (E,E ′) = C(E ′)e
− E′−E〈

∆Ed

〉
, E < E ′ (24)

〈
∆Ed

〉
= α

(
T

T0

)γ
(25)

Figure 3: A comparison of literature values for the single exponential down energy trans-
fer model parameter,

〈
∆Ed

〉
. The legend represents the PES and the bath gas used

in each study. References: CH3OH/Ar,122 C2H4OH/N2,123 C3H4/Ar/Kr,124 C6H6/N2,125
C6H7/Kr,126 N3H5/N2,127 N4H6/N2.127

A transformation of the ME solution into phenomenological rate coefficients is required

for predicting the emergent properties of a process, i.e., k(E, J) or k(E) into k(T, P ). Three

methods of varying rigor, computational cost, and robustness for solving the ME and trans-

forming it into k(T, P )’s are implemented in Arkane: The modified strong collision (MSC)2

method is the fastest and most robust, but utilizes the least realistic approximations. The
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reservoir state (RS)43 method uses better approximations, leading to increased accuracy,

but is more computationally demanding. The chemically-significant eigenvalues (CSE)44,45

method is the most theoretically sound, but is much more computationally expensive than

the other methods and not very robust. Finally, the simulation least-squares (SLS)46 method

is often about as accurate as CSE and seems to be more robust. Some of these methods were

previously extensively discussed and compared elsewhere.115 Briefly, the MSC method treats

collisional stabilizations of a reactive isomer as a single-step process rather than collisional

energy redistribution within the reactive energy space, the RS method assumes Boltzmann

distribution of the low energy grains, while the CSE method simplifies the system by eigende-

composing it and neglecting the faster relaxing modes associated with energy transfer leaving

only the chemically significant eigenmodes associated with reaction. The SLS method uses

fitting of the ME solution to specific conditions and fluxes.

Arkane can also perform inverse Laplace transformations (ILT) of phenomenological rate

coefficients (Eq. (26)),128 which can be useful in generating a pressure-dependent network

where quantum calculations of transition states are not available (e.g., using experimental

or estimated rate coefficients).

k(T, P,Ei, Jj) = A× ρ(Ei − Eo)
ρ(Ei)

(26)

Here, ρ is the density of states at the specified energy level, Ei is the internal energy being

solved, Eo is the internal energy of the transition state complex, Ej is the external rotational

energy, and A is the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor which includes the T n term of the

modified Arrhenius form as well as any contribution of a negative activation energy. Arkane

then uses this value when solving for the pressure-dependent rates in the entire network at

the specified temperature and pressure, and repeats this process for each condition specified.

The output format of the calculated pressure-dependent rate coefficients is either Ar-

rhenius coefficients at selected pressures (called PLOG), or as a Chebyshev polynomial129

that can be interpreted by standard kinetic calculators such as Cantera,130 Chemkin,131
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RMG,30,31 and RMS.132

7. Additional Features

PES Exploration

One of the challenges in determining pressure-dependent rate coefficients is attaining an

initial comprehensive picture of the PES of interest, identifying the significant wells and

pathways to be further calculated using electronic structure methods. Arkane takes advan-

tage of its intimate connection to RMG, its database, and its estimation capabilities, to

explore unimolecular networks.133 Wells energies and barrier heights are either determined

by RMG or parsed from electronic structure calculations (optional). The data generated by

RMG originates from its libraries and estimation methods,30,31,134 and barrier heights are

determined by applying the ILP method.

sourcenetwork1 network2

Figure 4: Two pressure-dependent networks explored by Arkane starting from the same
source, formaldehyde and methyl radical, generated for 300–2500 K and 0.1–100 bar. Values
represent relative energy (E0) in kJ mol−1. The explore_tol, energy_tol, and flux_tol
parameters used were 0.01, 10, and 10−8, respectively. The execution time was about three
minutes on a conventional personal computer.

The PES exploration process begins from a specified "source" – either an isomer or

bimolecular reactants of interest. Several optional parameters can be set for an explo-
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ration job, controlling the size of the reported PES. The primary exploration tolerance

(explore_tol) controls the network expansion process: whenever a well has a net flux higher

than explore_tol times the characteristic network rate at any T/P conditions within the

desired range, that well will be considered as part of the network. The characteristic net-

work rate is defined as the total flux from all net reactions away from the source. The

maximum number of radicals per species could also be specified to limit the species search

space. Often, the exploration process may result in relatively large networks that include

unimportant reactions, and a systematic reduction scheme is desired. A reduced network

is obtained by only keeping reactions that answer at least one of two criteria, pertaining to

energy and flux. The energy criterion, energy_tol, considers the energy difference between

a TS and the source. If this difference is lesser than or equal to a temperature-dependent

threshold energy determined by energy_tol (Eq. 27), this pathway will be kept. The flux

criterion, flux_tol, considers the flux fraction a reaction has relative to an arbitrary network

input flux, assuming steady state. A reaction with a flux fraction higher than or equal to

flux_tol will be kept. Several networks could be generated when the source is bimolecular.

For example, a reduced C2H5O PES generated from formaldehyde and methyl radical as a

bimolecular source consisting of two pressure dependent networks is given in Fig. 4.

E0TSi − E0source =< energy_tolRT (27)

PES Sensitivity Analysis

Arkane can compute sensitivities of rate coefficients to E0 energies of stationary points

(wells and TSs) on the studied PES. These sensitivity data allow one to assess the effect of

E0 uncertainties on the calculated rate coefficients. This feature can be applied to both high

pressure limit and pressure-dependent rate coefficient calculations simply by adding one of

the following sensitivity_conditions list attribute to the kinetics or pressure-dependent

block of the input file, respectively (Code Excerpt 8).
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Code Excerpt 8: PES Sensitivity Analysis conditions

sensitivity_conditions = [(1000, 'K'), (2000, 'K')]

sensitivity_conditions = [[(1000, 'K'), (1, 'bar')],

[(2000, 'K'), (10, 'bar')]]

The user may add as many T or T and P conditions as desired in the above format.

Arkane will separately perturb each well and TS by 0.1 kcal mol−1 for each condition and will

recalculate forward and reverse rates for each case. Semi-normalized sensitivity coefficients

are calculated according to Eq. (28), where Si,j,l is the sensitivity coefficient for ki and the

jth perturbed stationary point at the lth condition, ki is the ith rate coefficient, and E0j is the

E0 value of the jth stationary point. The output of a sensitivity analysis (SA) is saved in a

designated sensitivity folder, and consists of a text file per reaction / network delineating

the sensitivity coefficients in mol J−1 (for both reaction directions, if reversible), along with

a horizontal bar figure per desired condition.

Si,j,l =
∂ ln ki
∂E0j

(28)

For example, this analysis was recently reported in a theoretical study of the N3H5 PES135

(Fig. 5). While the entire N3H5 PES was calculated using the MSC2 method in that study,

the sensitivities were calculated using Arkane for a sub-section of the surface implementing

the CSE approach,44,45 which is more accurate yet less robust (hence, appropriate for a

sub-network). The analysis highlights pressure-dependent "fall-off" regions, e.g., as in the

case of the N2H3 + NH2 n N3H5 reaction at 1 bar and 1500 K, where increasing E0 of

the reactants well or the product isomer changes the density of states around the entry well,

increasing or decreasing the rate, respectively (Fig. 5 a). It also shows a complex dependency

of the thermally activated reaction n N3H5 H2NN(S) + NH3 rate coefficient on E0’s of

the adduct and the exit channel transition state (Fig. 5 b). Finally, the rate coefficient of

the well-skipping reaction N2H3 + NH2 H2NN(S) + NH3 is sensitive to the energies of
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the entry channel and transition state, and not to the energy of the skipped well (Fig. 5 c).

Figure 5: Semi-normalized sensitivity coefficients to E0 of N2H3 + NH2, n N3H5, and the
transition state connecting the n N3H5 isomer to the H2NN(S) + NH product well for
selected pressure-dependent rate coefficients at 1 and 100 bar and at 1500 K. Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 2019, 123, 4679–4692.135 Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.

Molecular Properties Files

The statistical mechanics properties of a stationary point, used for the various calculations

discussed in this work, are typically available from separate files, i.e., output files of harmonic

frequencies, single point, and zero or several torsion scans calculations. An Arkane species

file will commonly point to the respective output file paths to be parsed. However, often

a more convenient workflow is required, e.g., when the same stationary points is used for
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different projects, particularly when executing on different machines, as well as for archiving

the information. To facilitate this workflow, Arkane saves a molecular properties file for

both stable species and transition states in YAML format.136 This file stores all relevant

statistical mechanics properties parsed by Arkane and used for internal computations, as

well as calculated thermodynamic properties (for stable species) and chemical identifiers.

Once generated, the molecular properties file can be used in any subsequent Arkane run by

referring to its path.

Automated Parameter Determination

To facilitate automatic calculations of thermodynamic properties and reaction rate coeffi-

cients and to assist users in conducting calculations in Arkane with minimal human errors,

many parameters are automatically determined by Arkane. Note that parameters specified

by the user in the input file will override their respective determined values. Some parameters

are trivial to determine from the ESS output file, such as molecular weight, spin multiplicity,

or whether the species is linear. For BAC, bond orders or bond lengths are determined

from the 2D molecular structure or from the 3D coordinates, respectively. Determining the

different types of symmetries, however, is less trivial, and is detailed below.

The rotational (external) symmetry number (the number of different ways the molecule

can be rigidly rotated into a configuration indistinguishable from the original) as well as

the optical isomers parameter (a value of 1 if no chiral centers exist, and 2 if one or more

exist), are determined in Arkane using the Brute Force Symmetry Analyzer program by S.

Patchkovskii.137 This approach was adopted instead of summing the number of rotational

symmetry operations,101 since in our experience the point groups reported by the various

ESS are frequently inaccurate.

Torsional (internal) symmetry numbers for 1D rotors compensate for indistinguishable

geometries due to a torsional rotation (Eq. S6), and are determined based on the individ-

ual PES torsion scan points. A torsional scan is considered symmetric by the algorithm iff
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Figure 6: Two internal rotation scans for ethylamine (CH3CH3NH2) of (A) the NH2 rotor and
(B) the CH3 rotor taken at 10 degree increments. Computations were done at the ωB97X-
D/Def2-TZVP level of theory138,139 using Gaussian 16.33 Symbols represent the discrete
computations, solid lines represent the Fourier series fit, dashed lines represent a cosine
series fit. Plotted automatically by Arkane.

all its torsional barriers in a 2π scan are equal in height (energy) and are equally spaced.

This criterion mandates identical minimal energy values of all wells. In such cases, the sym-

metry number is the number of identical peaks (and identical wells/valleys). Arkane first

identifies the peaks and valleys in the scan, and determines the “worst energy resolution“ of

the scan, Rscan. This variable is defined as the largest absolute energy difference between

an extremum’s energy and the energy of a point adjacent to an extremum. Two points in

the scan with energy difference larger than Rscan are determined to have different energies.

Arkane uses this variable to determine whether all peaks and all valleys have the same ener-

gies, respectively. Figure 6 shows 1D scans of the two internal rotation modes in ethylamine

(CH3CH3NH2), both scans arguably seem qualitatively similar at first glance. Using the

discrete calculations, Arkane automatically determined correct symmetry numbers for these

modes of 1 (no symmetry) for the NH2 rotor and a three-fold symmetry for the CH3 rotor.
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8. Summary

This work presents and documents the Arkane software, which automates the journey one

has to undertake from electronic structure computations of stationary points to obtain

macroscopic thermochemical parameters, high-pressure limit rate coefficients, and pressure-

dependent rate coefficients. Arkane is an open-source software that is available as a root mod-

ule in the RMG software suite (https://github.com/ReactionMechanismGenerator/RMG-

Py/). Tools like Arkane advance our understanding of nonequilibrium kinetics and assist in

the progress towards reliable and routine kinetics prediction in arbitrarily complex chemical

systems.
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